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Hurtling is a performance for one that takes place on a rooftop or similar site 
with a view. It’s an invitation to remember a previous version of yourself, to 
imagine a future version and to wonder who that makes you now. 
Hurtling is remade specifically for each new location, taking into 
consideration each new audience’s field of view, wherever that might be. It’s 
also re-recorded each day it is performed, incorporating, for example, events 
in that day’s newspaper. In an attempt to keep up with the present moment, 
it’s a performance that must constantly evolve. 
- 
A participant collects a card from the box office. They follow directions 
printed on the card until they reach a nearby location, where they are guided 
to the performance site. There they find a chair in front of a desk on which 
there is a cassette player with a pair of headphones. They are left alone with 
instructions to put the headphones on and press play. 

“I have a message for you from the past.
Ok, it’s a message from this morning, so it may be the recent 
past. But it’s still the past.”

“You’re driving down a dark road in the early November 
morning. The windows are fogging up.”

The participant hears Greg’s voice. He recorded it just this very morning, he says. 
Right where you’re sitting. 
From there the participant is invited to consider their own experience of moving 
through time; to pause as they look out from a great height and to connect with a 
past version of Greg; the version who recorded the piece that morning.  
After being guided through a short visualisation, the performance culminates as 
the participant looks down, and—at a distance—they see Greg live in the present 
while listening to the past version of him intimately in their ears. He then invites the 
participant to share a moment right here, right now, in the present (whatever that 
might mean). 
- 
Hurtling is a performance with a cassette player and headphones. It’s a glimpse 
of a fleeting moment as it zooms past; an attempt to grasp at a slippery present. 

“And now we’re here, everything behind us. Barreling through 
time. Together. Alone. Hurtling.”

“One of the best experiences I’ve had at this year’s fringe.”
   -Lyn Gardner, The Guardian
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“Work like this...is the stuff that makes my breathing 
change and my mouth make strange, unexpected 
noises.”
   -Megan Vaughan, Synonyms for Churlish

Supported by Bristol Ferment, The Yard and Hatch. A previous version of Hurtling 
was supported by Waleslab, National Theatre Wales’ artist development initiative.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Hurtling is a flexible piece that works well in a variety of contexts, including festivals. It’s remade in 
response to each new location. All that’s needed is access to an outdoor site with a view where 
the participant can sit undisturbed for the duration of the piece. In the past, Hurtling has worked 
best on rooftops, but it has also taken place on a balcony, a hillside and from a large open window. 
Performance sites vary from place to place, please get in touch to discuss possible options. 

DURATION
•20 minutes plus walking time from box office to space (usually an allocation of 30 minute time slots is 
sufficient) 
•The number of performances that can take place in one day is negotiable, but all performances must 
take place during daylight hours. 
EQUIPMENT
•Provided by artist:1 tape player, 1 pair of headphones 
•Provided by venue: 1 chair, 1 desk or small table 
LIGHTING AND SOUND
•No lighting or sound requirements, no operator necessary 
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
•1 artist, Greg Wohead 
•1 usher/assistant who is able to assistant the participant in accessing the location, provided by venue 
•1 technician or suitable person to assist with get in and get out, provided by venue 
Please note: In some cases, more than one usher/assistant may be needed, depending on the 
logistics of performance site access. 
SITE VISITS
Hurtling is recreated in a bespoke way for each location, including reworking the text, and reworking 
and printing instructions for each participant. This requires the following: 
•1 advance site visit to agree location 
•1 advance site visit to rework script for the specific location 
A NOTE REGARDING THE SPACE 
•Should the performances happen over more than one day, a secure indoor storage area will need to 
be provided to store the desk and chair. 
•There will need to be a dressing area/enclosed space nearby for the artist’s use for breaks. 
Written and performed by Greg Wohead
Please view a short video introduction to Hurtling at the following link: 
http://vimeo.com/73232888
A full example audio recording is available on request.

“Greg Wohead’s Hurtling off-site via @ForestFringe is 
a precious moment shared. Lovely and invigorating.”
   -Lyn Gardner

“Now living in a post-Hurtling world: the littlest life-
changer on the Fringe.”
   -Matt Trueman

“Hurtling was so beautiful and quietly transforming 
that I feel like I now need to go away and have a little 
cry.”
   -Catherine Love

Reviews:
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“The piece cleverly alters your perception of those around 
you.”
   -Thomas Bacon, Total Theatre

http://vimeo.com/73232888
http://vimeo.com/73232888


Greg Wohead is a writer, performer and live artist 
originally from Texas.  

He makes theatre performances, one-to-one pieces 
and audio work. He has shown and developed new 
work in the UK and internationally at places like 
Battersea Arts Centre, Bristol Old Vic Ferment, MC 
(Amsterdam), Orchard Project (New York), MAKE 
(Ireland), Wales Millennium Centre, Ovalhouse, Forest 
Fringe and The Yard, where he is an Artistic 
Associate. 

Hurtling can be programmed on its own or alongside 
Greg’s other work (theatre or one-to-one pieces). For 
more information, please click the following link: 
https://gregwohead.com/promoters-area/ 

ABOUT THE ARTIST

greg@gregwohead.com  •  gregwohead.com •  @gregwohead

Hurtling and The Backseat of my Car (and other safe places) together form The 
Nearness of You, a pair of performances dealing with ideas of closeness 
(physically and temporally), the sensation of driving, autobiography and the 
experience of time. 

Hurtling is an interaction across time at a physical distance. The Backseat of my 
Car is an immediate interaction in close proximity. Each piece creates different 
qualities of intimacy with a stranger. 

The two performances can be programmed on their own as standalone 
experiences, or both pieces can be programmed together to allow participants the 
option of experiencing each in relation to the other. 

HOW IT CAN WORK 

If programmed together, the two performances can take place on the same day; 
Hurtling during daylight hours and The Backseat of my Car in the evening. This 
can increase the number of participants, making it a little more feasible from a 
programming perspective. For example, if programmed over a two day period, the 
combined performances could accommodate up to 60 participants. 

Please get in touch to discuss more about programming each piece separately or 
as a pair. 

THE NEARNESS OF YOU: A PAIR
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